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BackgroundBackground

BBüüchichi automataautomata andand linear temporal logiclinear temporal logic are two are two 
fundamental components of fundamental components of model checkingmodel checking,, in particular, in particular, 
the automatathe automata--theoretic approach:theoretic approach:

The (finiteThe (finite--state) system is modeled as a state) system is modeled as a BBüüchichi automatonautomaton AA..

A desired behavioral property of the system is given by a linearA desired behavioral property of the system is given by a linear
temporal formula temporal formula ff..

LetLet BBff ((BB~f~f ) denote a ) denote a BBüüchichi automaton equivalent toautomaton equivalent to ff ((~~ff ).).

The model checking problem is essentially asking whetherThe model checking problem is essentially asking whether

LL((AA)) LL((BBff) or equivalently) or equivalently LL((AA)) LL((BB~f~f)) ..

The wellThe well--used model checker SPIN, for example, adopted used model checker SPIN, for example, adopted 
the automatathe automata--theoretic approach.theoretic approach.
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MotivationMotivation

Model checking has proven to be very useful and Model checking has proven to be very useful and 
the number of courses covering related topics the number of courses covering related topics 
appears to be increasing.appears to be increasing.

Understanding the correspondence between Understanding the correspondence between BBüüchichi
automata and linear temporal logic is not easy.automata and linear temporal logic is not easy.

A graphical interactive tool may be helpful for the A graphical interactive tool may be helpful for the 
learner (and the teacher).learner (and the teacher).

Tools exist for learning Tools exist for learning classicclassic automata and automata and 
formal languages, e.g., JFLAP (which inspired our formal languages, e.g., JFLAP (which inspired our 
tool GOAL and provided some of its basic building tool GOAL and provided some of its basic building 
blocks).blocks).
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BBüüchichi AutomataAutomata

BBüüchichi automata (BA) are a variant of omegaautomata (BA) are a variant of omega--
automata, which are finite automata operating on automata, which are finite automata operating on 
infiniteinfinite words.words.

AA BBüüchichi automaton is given, as in finite automata, automaton is given, as in finite automata, 
by a 5by a 5--tuple (tuple ( , Q, , Q, , Q, Q00, F), where F , F), where F Q is the Q is the 
set of accepting states. set of accepting states. 
An infinite word An infinite word is accepted by a is accepted by a BBüüchichi
automatonautomaton BB if there exists a run if there exists a run ofof BB onon
satisfying the condition:satisfying the condition: InfInf(( )) FF

wherewhere InfInf(( ) denotes the set of states occurring ) denotes the set of states occurring 
infinitely many times in infinitely many times in 
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GeneralizedGeneralized BBüüchichi AutomataAutomata

A generalized A generalized BBüüchichi automaton (GBA) is like a BA automaton (GBA) is like a BA 

but with but with FF 22QQ, i.e.,  F = {F, i.e.,  F = {F11,,……,,FFkk} where } where FFii

QQ..

A word A word is accepted by a generalized is accepted by a generalized BBüüchichi

automatonautomaton if there exists a run if there exists a run ofof onon

satisfying the condition:satisfying the condition:

FFii F:F: Inf(Inf( )) FFii
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About the AlphabetAbout the Alphabet

To link To link BBüüchichi automata to temporal automata to temporal 

formulae, we will consider automata with an formulae, we will consider automata with an 

alphabet like:alphabet like:

{{p,~pp,~p}}

{{pq,p~q,~pq,~p~qpq,p~q,~pq,~p~q}}
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Propositional Linear Temporal Logic (PTL)Propositional Linear Temporal Logic (PTL)

A subset of linear temporal logic (LTL).A subset of linear temporal logic (LTL).

PTL formulae are interpreted over an infinite PTL formulae are interpreted over an infinite 
sequence of states, which can be seen as sequence of states, which can be seen as 
an infinite word over a suitable alphabet like an infinite word over a suitable alphabet like 

{{p,~pp,~p} or } or {{pq,p~q,~pq,~p~qpq,p~q,~pq,~p~q}}..

Every PTL formula is equivalent to some Every PTL formula is equivalent to some 
BBüüchichi automaton, but not vice versa.automaton, but not vice versa.

Note: Quantified PTL (QPTL) are as Note: Quantified PTL (QPTL) are as 
expressive as expressive as BBüüchichi automata.automata.
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Temporal Operators in PTLTemporal Operators in PTL

Future temporal operators: Future temporal operators: 
next:next: oror

eventually (sometime): eventually (sometime): oror

hencehence--forth (always):forth (always): oror

waitwait--for (unless):for (unless):

until:until:

Past temporal operators: Past temporal operators: 
previous:previous: oror

before:before: oror

once:once: oror

soso--far:far: oror

backback--to:to:

since:since:
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Semantics of Future OperatorsSemantics of Future Operators

LetLet be an infinite sequence of states.be an infinite sequence of states.

(( , i) , i) ²² iffiff (( , i+1) , i+1) ²²

(( , i) , i) ²² iffiff (( , j) , j) ²² for somefor some

(( , i) , i) ²² iffiff (( , j) , j) ²² for allfor all

(( , i) , i) ²² iffiff (( ,, k)k) ²² for somefor some

andand (( , j), j) ²² for allfor all ··

(( , i) , i) ²² iffiff (( , i), i) ²² oror (( , i), i) ²²
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Semantics of Past OperatorsSemantics of Past Operators

(( , i) , i) ²² -- iffiff and (and ( , i, i--1)1) ²²

(( , i) , i) ²² iffiff == or (or ( , i, i--1)1) ²²

(( , i) , i) ²² -- iffiff (( , j) , j) ²² for somefor some ·· ··

(( , i) , i) ²² -- iffiff (( , j) , j) ²² for allfor all ·· ··

(( , i) , i) ²² iffiff (( ,, k)k) ²² for somefor some ··

andand (( , j), j) ²² for allfor all ··

(( , i) , i) ²² iffiff (( , i) , i) ²² -- or  (or  ( , i) , i) ²²
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Example 1: <>[]pExample 1: <>[]p

Meaning: p always holds after some timeMeaning: p always holds after some time

Satisfying models:Satisfying models:

(p)(p) , i.e., , i.e., pppppp……

p~p~pp~p(pp~p~pp~p(p))

Unsatisfying models: Unsatisfying models: 

p~p~pp(~ppp~p~pp(~pp))
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<>[]p as a <>[]p as a BBüüchichi AutomatonAutomaton

F = {q1}
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Example 2: [](p Example 2: [](p ----> <> <-->q)>q)

Meaning: Every p is preceded by q.Meaning: Every p is preceded by q.

Satisfying models:Satisfying models:

(~(~p~qp~q))

(~(~p~q)(~pqp~q)(~pq) (~) (~p~qp~q) () (p~qp~q))

Unsatisfying models: Unsatisfying models: 

(~(~p~q)(p~qp~q)(p~q))……
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[](p[](p ----> <> <-->q) as a >q) as a BBüüchichi AutomatonAutomaton

F = {q0,q1}
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Example 3: [](p Example 3: [](p ----> p > p UU q)q)

Meaning: Once p becomes true, it will Meaning: Once p becomes true, it will 

remain true continuously until q becomes remain true continuously until q becomes 

true, and q does become true.true, and q does become true.

Satisfying models:Satisfying models:

(~(~p~qp~q))

(~(~p~q)(p~q)(p~q)(p~q)(~pq)(~p~qp~q)(p~q)(p~q)(p~q)(~pq)(~p~q))

Unsatisfying models: Unsatisfying models: 

(~(~p~q)(p~q)(~p~qp~q)(p~q)(~p~q))……
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[](p[](p ----> p > p UU q) as a q) as a BBüüchichi AutomatonAutomaton

F = {q0}
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Example 4: Example 4: ““Even pEven p””

This is NOT a PTL formula!This is NOT a PTL formula!

Meaning: p holds in very even state.Meaning: p holds in very even state.

(Note: the states of a sequence are numbered 0,1,2,3,(Note: the states of a sequence are numbered 0,1,2,3,……))

Satisfying models:Satisfying models:

(p)(p)

((p~pp~p))

p~pp~p(ppp~pp~p(pp))

Unsatisfying models: Unsatisfying models: 

p~ppp~p(ppp~ppp~p(pp))
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““Even pEven p”” as a as a BBüüchichi AutomatonAutomaton

F = {q0,q1,q2}
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Main Features of GOALMain Features of GOAL

Drawing and Running Drawing and Running BBüüchichi AutomataAutomata

PTL Formulae to BA TranslationPTL Formulae to BA Translation

Boolean Operations on BABoolean Operations on BA
UnionUnion

IntersectionIntersection

ComplementComplement

Tests on BATests on BA
EmptinessEmptiness

Containment (language containment)Containment (language containment)

Equivalence (language equivalence)Equivalence (language equivalence)

Repositories of preRepositories of pre--drawn BA.drawn BA.
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Test Running a BATest Running a BA

To get an intuitive understanding of what To get an intuitive understanding of what 

language is being defined by the BA.language is being defined by the BA.

Input formatInput format

Input string: Input string: ppp~pp(~ppppp~pp(~pp))

Real format: (Real format: (p)(p)(p)(~p)(p){(~p)(pp)(p)(p)(~p)(p){(~p)(p)})}

Input string: (~Input string: (~pqpq) ( (~) ( (~pqpq) (~) (~p~qp~q) (~) (~p~qp~q) )) )

Real format: (~Real format: (~pqpq)) {{(~(~pqpq) (~) (~p~qp~q) (~) (~p~qp~q))}}
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Demo ScriptDemo Script

Draw a BA, intended for <>[]p.Draw a BA, intended for <>[]p.

Check if it is correct, by comparing with a Check if it is correct, by comparing with a 

machinemachine--translated one.translated one.

Try to specify Try to specify ““Even pEven p”” in PTL.in PTL.

See why it fails.See why it fails.

Perhaps more Perhaps more ……
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The Future of GOALThe Future of GOAL

GOAL is constantly being improved; possible GOAL is constantly being improved; possible 
future extensions include:future extensions include:

Integration with LTL model checkersIntegration with LTL model checkers
For example, export automata as For example, export automata as PromelaPromela code for SPINcode for SPIN

QPTL, PSL, S1S, etc. to QPTL, PSL, S1S, etc. to BBüüchichi automata (and vice automata (and vice 
versa)versa)

Minimization of Minimization of BBüüchichi automataautomata

Transformation to and from other variants of Transformation to and from other variants of --
automataautomata

Even better editing environmentEven better editing environment
Faster local updates in large graph layoutsFaster local updates in large graph layouts


